
Models of Motion – Spring, 2014-15    

 

Lab 34: Brain Waves, or Waves on the Brain 
 

Equipment: Varies depending on station. Some equipment limits, so do stations out of order as needed. 
  

Groups & Lab Notebook: Work in groups of 2 or 3 for Part 1 and 2. Update Table of Contents. General Lab Notes guidelines. 
 
Station A: One Dimensional Sound Waves in Tubes 1  
0.  You will work with an instructor at this station. This station consists of a tube with a speaker fixed at one end and 

a movable end with a microphone embedded in it. The speaker is driven by a function generator, and the 
microphone signal displayed on an oscilloscope. 

1. Starting with the microphone near the speaker, slowly increase the length of the tube. Observe the frequency and 
amplitude of the signal on the ‘scope. In addition to seeing any changes on the ‘scope display, it is possible you 
might hear changes as well. 

2. Did the frequency depend on the length of the tube? Does this make sense? Why did the amplitude change with 
the length of the tube (e.g. why did you observe resonances at different tube lengths)? 

3.  Record the frequency of the sound (measure with the ‘scope). Also record the tube lengths associated with 
resonances (where the amplitude is highest). 

4. Do you notice a pattern in tube lengths? Use this to determine the wavelength of the sound wave in the tube. 
5. The speed of a wave is its frequency multiplied by its wavelength: . Determine the speed of the sound 

wave in the tube (e.g. the speed of sound in air). 
 
Station B: One Dimensional Sound Wave in Tubes 2 
0. This station consists of a set of PVC pipes with differing lengths and rubber pads used to strike the pipe. You will 

first observe sounds that can be produced by striking the pipe in two different ways. You will then measure the 
produced sounds using the built in microphone in a LabQuest. 

1. Take the longest pipe and hold it firmly in one hand. In your other hand, hold the rubber pad. Hit the end of the 
pipe with both an open-end strike and then with a closed-end strike, as demonstrated in the equipment 
orientation. Can you tell a difference? One difference might be in volume (amplitude). Can you hear a difference 
in pitch (frequency)? 

2. In succession, perform closed-end strikes on the tubes in descending order of length (longest tube to shortest 
tube) and then again in ascending order of length. Can you hear a difference in pitch? 

3. Why is there a difference in pitch in the situations above? Why do open-end strikes and closed-end strikes have 
different pitches? Why do different length pipes have different pitches? Discuss with an instructor or with a group 
that has completed this station. 

4. In the program share Handouts folder, find the Lab 34 folder, which has data collected for this station; the file 
names should be clear. You’ll use the data to determine the frequency associated with each scenario and pipe. 
Open the LoggerPro file for the longest tube, open-end strike. You’ll see a graph of Sound Pressure (in arbitrary 
units) vs. Time (in seconds). While not sinusoidal (simple harmonic), you should see that it is periodic. The 
decrease in amplitude is due to the decrease in volume after the initial strike. The complexity in the waveform is 
(mostly) due to the higher order harmonics that are also present in the pipe in addition to the fundamental (in 
musical instruments, the higher order harmonics are what give the instrument its particular timbre). You’ll 
determine the frequency in 3 ways, described below. 

5. Frequency determination, method 1. Highlight from peak to peak a region that includes 5 full cycles. In the lower 
corner of the graph, Δ  gives you the time for the region you highlighted. Take that time, divide it by the full 
number of cycles (not just the number of peaks – why isn’t the number of peaks the number of cycles?) to get the 
period  for one cycle, and recalling that frequency 1/ . 

6. Frequency determination, method 2. For the same highlighted region as before, fit a sine wave. Even though the 
signal isn’t simple harmonic, LoggerPro’s curve fit routine will likely still do a decent job trying to fit the periodicity 
of your signal. The fit will produce parameters , , ,  ; of these, only  matters for determining frequency. Recall 
that since  is the coefficient of , then 2 2 / . Use your best fit  to determine  and compare to 
method 1. 

7. Frequency determination, method 3. Keep the same highlighted region as before. From Insert, Additional Graphs, 
select FFT Graph (FFT stands for Fast Fourier Transform, which implements a Fourier analysis to determine the 
frequencies present in a wave form). This FFT Graph shows a histogram of the various frequencies that 
contributed to the signal you observed (as discussed above, the complexity in the waveform is due to the multiple 
modes present in the tube when it was struck). Use the Examine tool to find the frequency for the peak value in 
the lowest cluster of peaks (not the ones near zero); this lowest cluster of peaks might also be the highest values 
of Amplitudes. Compare the frequency found with this method to the other methods. This method is also 
interesting because you can see the frequencies for the higher order harmonics. 



 

8. Do these three methods give you consistent results for frequency? If not, consult with your instructor. If so, then 
pick your favorite method to determine the frequencies for all the other scenarios. 

9. From step 3. above, you should know that the closed-end pipe has a pressure node at one end and a pressure 
anti-node at the other. Draw the lowest frequency (longest wavelength) mode, which would be the fundamental 
mode, and show that this means the wavelength of this mode is 4 times the length of the pipe. For the open-end 
pipe, there are pressure anti-nodes at both ends. Draw the lowest frequency (longest wavelength) mode for this 
situation, and show that this means the wavelength of this mode is 2 times the length of the pipe. 

10. The speed of the sound wave is constant (at a fixed temperature). The speed of a wave is its frequency multiplied 
by its wavelength: . This means that the ratios of wavelengths is related to the ratio of frequencies:  

→  

 (make sure you understand this connection). This means that for a particular pipe, the ratio of the fundamental 
frequencies for closed-end to open-end should be 1:2. Do your ratios of fundamental frequencies for the longest 
pipe match this? 

11. (extension, do at end) You might have concluded that yes, the ratios are close enough to 0.5. However, it turns 
out there is correction that needs to be made to account for the fact that the pressure anti-nodes are actually just 
a bit outside the pipe. Look up this end correction using reliable internet sources (and cite your sources). Use the 
length correction to determine what the wavelengths should actually be (note: for one of the pipes, you’ll need to 
use the correction twice). With the length correction, is your predicted ratio closer to the experimental result? 

 
Station C: One Dimensional Slinky Wave Videos 
0. The following videos can be found in the program share Handouts folder for Lab 34. All come from the LivePhoto 

physics project, http://livephoto.rit.edu/. Given the other videos you’ve watched and your physics reading for this 
week, none of these videos should be surprising. However, you should watch each video and identify the key 
features of waves that the video demonstrates. When you can, use correct terminology as well as everyday 
language to describe what you see. To run a video, you will need to right-click and open with QuickTime. 

1. View springwave001d. 
2. View SlinkyWave_T05(slow-mo). In particular, make sure to step through frame by frame (you can do that with 

the right arrow key) so you can more clearly see the important features. 
 
Station D: Two Dimensional Waves in Ripple Tanks 
0. The ripple tanks will be explained in the equipment orientation. Turn them off when not in use. You can adjust the 

red knob to change the height of the plunger and the black knob to match the vibration rate to the strobe 
frequency in order to “freeze” the waves. 

1. Examine the single point source. 
2. Examine the double point source. 
3. Examine the plane wave. 
4. Examine the plane wave with reflecting barrier. 
5. Examine the plane wave with opening aperture. 
6. View the video http://video.mit.edu/watch/ripple-tank-single-and-double-slit-diffraction-and-interference-4276/ 

(short link: http://mit.tv/x5bAi2) which illuminates some of the features you observed but also shows other 
interesting features. 

7. View Ripple Tank Waves 1 in the program share. You’ll have to step through it frame by frame. 
8. View Ripple Tank Waves 2 in the program share. You’ll have to step through it frame by frame. Compare with the 

previous video; in particular compare the wavelength in “front” of the moving source to the wavelength “behind” 
the stationary source. Where is the wavelength longer? What does that mean about frequency? Note that the 
frequency of the source is unchanged. This is a preview of the Doppler Shift, which we’ll study next week. 

 
Station E: Graphing Waves 
0. We’ll do this as a class. If you’ve finished and are waiting, check in with Krishna to discuss your observations from 

the previous activities. 


